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Welcome to Soneva Fushi

Guardians of places that have existed long before us, our vision is inspired by nature’s magnitude, mystery 

and enchanting beauty.

Founded on shared passions and an enthusiasm for innovation, we work hand in hand with the  

environment to craft beautiful, beyond bespoke experiences where discovery is a way of life. 

With our expert hosts as your personal guide, we invite you to explore and embrace the wonder of each 

morning as time melts away. Lose yourself in experiences that may possibly inspire you for a lifetime.

Eva and Sonu 
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Head in the stars 

Last night, I had an appointment with the stars. I climbed onto my bicycle. Everyone at the villa has 

one, young and old alike. Bicycles are comfortable, practical, good for both body and mind and totally 

environmentally-friendly, whether in regard to the beauty or the peacefulness of the surroundings. I had 

never cycled barefoot before. But the local saying ‘no news no shoes’ is very easy get used to. It only takes 

a few hours really, and then it’s very hard to get rid of. 

I cycled across the jungle, humming to myself. I was a total of 10 years of age. There is no-one and nothing 

to be afraid of here. I had never felt so content, so carefree since those years of my early childhood. 

I cycled towards the observatory where one of the island’s astronomers was waiting to tell me amazing  

stories of the sky, by means of a laser beam and then with a very powerful telescope. Thanks to his expert 

knowledge of optics we even took a photograph of the superb planet Jupiter. The moon was cruising 

over Europe.

Finally I headed back, my head still in the stars. 

At the villa, the children were asleep, exhausted by another day of glorious games. 

Their father was lying reading on citrus colored cushions, on the patio by the lit up pool. There was a jazz 

melody in the air. I stood still a second, holding back, watching him in silence. He seemed relaxed, my 

love, deep in his novel. His feet unconsciously tapping to the rhythm of Kind of Blue to Miles Davis’ trumpet. 

The garden lights scattered across the scene gave it an idyllic cinematographic quality. 

Nowhere else our family could enjoy this kind of love which binds us to our own, binds us to nature and 

to our moral values, nowhere else to see happiness blossom and collect the very best memories. As soon 

as we can, we take refuge here, even if it is just for a week to recover our energy. 
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The wood and the air, the water and the land

The clearness of the waters, of the shades of blue, of the air and the luminance of the underwater scales 

do not reign over Soneva Fushi alone. The luxuriance of the jungle shares equal powers of attraction. 

The greenery and the elegance of the vegetation, the fibers and dry leaves, bark and the presence of all 

those land-dwelling scaly creatures. 

From time to time the bitter cries of bats break the silence, which is otherwise disturbed solely by a soft 

breeze rustling through the coconut palms. 

Not forgetting though, the children playing with their father in the swimming pool, of course, with the 

ball slamming against the surface of the water, their shouts of joy, laughter and splashing. How crystal 

clear and refreshing everything is when people who love each other are happy and at peace. I am reading 

on the sofa, inside. The light-colored wooden floor is soft and caresses my toes. 
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Intimate pampering

Every morning, while the kids sleep, I get up and make myself an expresso. The villa is fully equipped 

with the latest designs, just as good as at home. Breakfast had been ordered for us all. It would arrive in 

twenty minutes. These minutes are mine, and mine alone. I like my first waking moments to be by the 

sea, with black coffee, admiring the waves, marveling at the changing light and with all the surrounding 

scenery waking up at the same time as I. 

Every day at the same time, in the pastel hues of the triumphal morning light, a couple of herons wander 

around amorously, just a few meters away from me, as I sit by the water sipping my coffee. They examine 

the clear waters nonchalantly looking for a fishy breakfast. 

I need to take a dip before the whirlwind of children starts up. The birds fly away. Oh what delight!

The water is cool and limpid. I have to come back out alas, consoling myself already with the idea of 

the fantastic bathroom where my shower awaits me. I could easily spend days on end in there as if it 

were a boudoir. An open air garden of beauty, my own private spa - I do so love to take care of my skin, 

hair and body in intimate comfort. Time to pamper my nakedness is imperative.  
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The Incredible luxury of beauty

Lunch is about to be served, recipes every day from all over Southern Asia. The chef is busy in the kitchen. 

The produce is always healthy, fresh, delicious and refined. 

Once again a feast has been prepared. An enormous rosette of king prawns, fruit and vegetables, skewers 

of fish and squid, salads and that divine caramelized sauce, are all carefully arranged in front of us, as 

we sit around the round table, in the beach garden… Spices waft through the air. Everything we’ve ever 

dreamt of tasting is always available, nothing ever seems impossible. 

It is such incredible luxury, to be laden with so many good and beautiful things at once, I keep telling 

everyone. I am moved to tears. My little boy curls up in my arms and whispers in my ear, “You are 

beautiful, Maman.” I laugh, while his father says the same thing in his way, in my other ear. 
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The Garden of Eden 

Suddenly, a whole choir of geckos, little black-eyed lizards covered with an almost human skin, offer up 

their strange birdsong. In South-East Asia, they say these creatures bring good luck to a home. As I am 

constantly telling my friends, “This is the garden of Eden.” 

This afternoon everyone is on Dolphin beach, family snorkeling. The children can both swim like fish. 

They learned here in their own home. 

I teach them to be aware of the beauty in the world. I want them to understand the value of life, like 

that of the fauna and flora which we would be lost without. To love something means taking care of it, 

respecting it and encouraging it to grow – this is transmission. 
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Quenching thirst 

We are just back from Dolphin beach. 

I am ready for my oriental massage session. An exquisite moment of peace granted to mind and body.

The children have been in the shower and are already in their pyjamas playing in their room and talking 

seriously about their afternoon under the sea. 

After the snorkeling we went to Barabara for cake and fruit cocktail juice. 

These heavenly fruit drinks are full of goodness and they have extraordinarily delicate tastes, enhanced 

by a hint of mint, shiso basil or a touch of ginger. 

The silver light turns the colour of orange blossom when the sun goes down. The skyline along the 

horizon quickly blurs. Far, far away a red dot is merging with the glimmering reflections like a set  

of rubies and diamonds. Gradually everything turns purple and the sea melts into shades of blue as it 

reflects the sky. 
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We have spent the last hour joking around, all together sitting at the end of the jetty, leaning over the sea 

watching the multi-colored fish in the deep-blue waters. None of us ever tired of it. The underwater  

sea beds are breathtaking here. They are quite enchanting.  I so can’t wait for the boys to grow up and 

be able to head off on boats and go diving in the sea.

It’s good to have time to watch them grow up, time to listen and share. 

And to watch them run after those poor little sea larks that we find along the way looking for insects and 

worms, which they find in abundance in this jungle. The sea larks have such short tails and they trot 

along rather than fly. When the children get close up they start jumping and then they pick up the pace, 

hurtling off in desperate sprints. The children cry laughing, and never grow weary of scaring them. 
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They weren’t as sure of themselves when they first came across the little chameleons that live in the forest. 

They are inoffensive enough, but quite impressive to look at with their flame-like red crests, like little 

dragons. They move around all over the place, quietly, and are much more afraid than we are. From then 

on the boys try to get closer to them, but in vain. Miffed, they realize that they’re much more frightening 

to the baby dragons than the opposite. This is called initiation.  

I am daydreaming, laying here on the sofa, head on my man’s knees, while he strokes my hair. His eyes 

are closed, but he smiles, aware of the tenderness of the moment. 

We were thirsting for rest, for quiet, nature, love and beauty. And here, on this magnificent island, in our 

own home, we quench this thirst. It is ours, and for a very long time. 
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Bruno Aveillan

Bruno Aveillan, international film director, photographer and visual artist, dedicates his activity to several fields of expression. He has developed  

a very personal approach to his art which includes photography shows and books as well as experimental films and installations which are regularly 

exhibited throughout the world. 

The work of this globetrotter artist focuses above all on the human condition and on the concepts of wandering and memory. His style is characterized 

by a certain way of “drawing with light” or “obscuring with light” as stated by artist Marcos Lutyens in the foreword of Aveillan’s book Diotopes. 

As film director and photographer he has received over 180 awards and his work is internationally acclaimed. Many of his pieces feature in prestigious 

collections, both private and public, throughout Europe, the United States and Asia. 

Further to the exhibition Bruno Aveillan, retrospective of a world master held in 2014 at the Museum of Contemporary Art (MoCA) of San Diego, the 

Multimedia Art Museum in Moscow (MAMM) held a major exhibition entitled Isolation Ceremony in 2015. Again in 2015, Aveillan’s work was shown 

at the Grand Palais during the Art Paris show and a major retrospective entitled Flashback was held at the Contemporary Art Center of Perpignan.

In 2014, the eminent house Hasselblad published the work of Aveillan’s work in its book VICTOR #2, alongside such great names as David Hockney 

and Anton Corbijn. 

Aveillan has published several books including Diotopes (Léo Scheer, 2008), Mnemo # Lux (Kerber, 2010), Fascinatio (Chez Higgins, 2011), Fulguratio 

(Chez Higgins, 2011), Bolshoi Underground (Au-delà du raisonnable, 2012), Acetate Spirit (NOIR, 2013) and produced experimental films such as 

Minotaur-Ex (2006), Morpholab (2009), WHEAT (2008) and Papillon (2012).

Zoé Balthus

Zoé Balthus is a writer, an art critic, a blogger and a culture reporter for an international news agency. She has spent about twenty years abroad 

(Vietnam, USA, Britain, New-Zealand, Pakistan, Uruguay) and keeps on travelling around the world.

She wrote essays on Bruno Aveillan’s work published in Mnemo # Lux (Kerber, 2010) , Fascinatio (Chez Higgins, 2011) , Fulguratio (Chez  Higgins, 

2011) , Bolshoi Underground (Au-delà du raisonnable, 2012) , poems Acetate Spirit (NOIR, 2013) , foreword and texts in Flashback (NOIR, 2015) as well 

as texts for his experimental f ilms such as Minotaur-Ex (2006) , Morpholab (2009) and Papillon (2012).

She also worked with the photographer Olivier Coulange, Txiki Margalef, Claude Rouyer and the sculptors Paul de Pignol, Nicolas Alquin, François 

Weil, the visual artists Cécile Hug and Bruno Hadjadj.

She published the short story Voir, toute une histoire in the litterature review Behind (2015) ; the essay Les Trahisons terrestres de Marina Tsvétaeva in the 

review La Moitié du Fourbi (2015) ; the short story Amande douce (Derrière la Salle de bains, 2015) ; the essay Walter Benjamin, la plume à l’envers in 

the review La Moitié du Fourbi (2014) ; the short story A l’extrémité fuyante d’elle-même (Derrière la Salle de Bains, 2013) ; the essay Rilke et Tsvétaeva 

s’eff leurent au septième ciel in the review Nunc (2012). 
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Gracious figure Moon conspiracyA divine nap Cool down

Under the shade Dreaming stillReady to stay & rest Wood & Stone’s beauty

A place to stay Just arrivedSoft back Traces

Lush greenery Fun aheadDesk for a dream Smelling the roses
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Game of stones Sleep ships Hypnotised Shadows

Off to the beach Tell me a story, pleaseTradition & transmission Grey Wind

Before 5 o’clock tea Fruits of the jungleTrendy way of living Celebration of love & care

Natural history The funny plotWith each other After the rain
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Pure moments Touch powerFiref lies Toes & fingers conversation

Essential care Lighter body & deeper soulEach hour is a feast Waves of sensations

In love with blue Body treatment Calmness Stunning Aura

Blur colours Puckish faceCloser to the stars A nest by the sea
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 Villa    Snorkeling access points  

Resort Amenities: (A) Mihiree Mitha Restaurant  (B) By the Bar  (C) Guest Relation Champa  (D) Watersports Champa   

(E) Down to Earth Restaurant  (F) Table Tennis Champa  (G) Vegetable Garden  (H) Ever Soneva So Celestial - The Observatory   

(I) Fresh in the Garden Restaurant  ( J) Eco Centro  (K) Turtle Beach Yoga Champa  (L) Cinema Paradiso  (M) Tennis Court   

(N) Spa and Gym  (O) Wine Cellar, Conference Room and Soleni Dive Center  (P) By the Beach Restaurant  (Q) Bar(a)bara   

(R) The Den - Children and Teenage Club  (S) So Glasscycle - Glass & Art Studio  (T) Ship wreck

Protected Nature
Reserve 
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Villa 14 - Ground f loor plan

(A) Living Room  (B) Dining Room  (C) Wine Cellar  (D) Kitchen  (E) Master Bedroom  (F) Bathroom  (G) Daybed  (H) Outdoor Shower   

(I) TV Lounge  ( J) Sunken Seat  (K) Gym  (L) Bathroom  (M) Sauna  (N) Steam  

Villa 14 - First f loor plan

(A) Spa Room  (B) Guest Bedroom 1  (C) Guest Bedroom 2  (D) Bathroom

Pool

Entrance

DeckDeck

Deck
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